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We investigate the response of a terahertz metamaterial depending on the unit cell density. The
fundamental inductive capacitive �LC� resonance has its highest quality �Q� factor for a critical
period Pc=� /n, with � being the LC resonance wavelength and n being the refractive index of the
substrate. This occurs due to simultaneous excitation of the lowest order lattice mode that strongly
favors radiative coupling in the metamaterial plane. Increasing or decreasing the period from Pc
reduces the Q factor. Our results suggest that an optimal package density exists in metamaterials to
induce the strongest dispersion. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3525169�

Metamaterials �MMs� constitute an exploding field of
science and technology. It allows to mold the flow of elec-
tromagnetic waves almost arbitrarily using suitably tailored
unit cells. Potentially the most common unit cell for MMs is
the split ring resonator �SRR�.1 The subwavelength closely
packed SRR allows accessing several functionalities such as
optical magnetism, negative refraction, frequency selection,
modulation, sensing, and antenna capabilities.2–8 The impact
on the light propagation depends strongly on the illumination
and polarization direction with respect to the SRR. The uni-
fying aspect in all such modi operandi is that the properties
of the MM are predominantly determined by the resonant
scattering response of light at individual SRRs. It is therefore
essential to come up with schemes to maximize the quality
�Q� factor of the SRR resonances in order to optimize their
performances for various applications. Moreover, a sharper
resonance would lead to stronger dispersion in any effective
parameter describing conceptually the MM. Since the Q fac-
tor is limited by either radiative or nonradiative losses, their
reduction is usually understood to be essential for achieving
resonances with high Q factors.

The Q factor in symmetrical SRRs usually suffers from a
strong coupling to free space radiation, resulting in high ra-
diative losses.9 To overcome such problem, Fedotov et al.10

demonstrated that high Q factors can be achieved by relying
on dark modes. They are sustained by SRRs that are
only weakly coupled to free space by a gentle break in
symmetry.11–15 Nonradiative losses can be affected by con-
trolling the distance between individual SRRs or cooling
them to cryogenic temperatures16 to exploit superconductive
properties17 of involved materials. A third aspect that affects
the Q factor is the radiative interaction of SRRs in the lattice.
Such interaction was demonstrated in previous works by in-
vestigating the impact of disorder in the unit cell
arrangement18–20 and the impact of laterally coupled
SRRs21,22 on the resonance. Bitzer et al.23 showed that the
inter-SRR coupling is mediated by lattice modes and it can
have influence on the resonance sharpness. In another recent
work Fedotov et al.24 observed the collapse of a sharp Fano

resonance with an increasing number of unit cell resonators
but keeping the distance between the periodic metamolecules
fixed. This observation was attributed to the suppression of
radiative losses in periodic arrays. All these investigations
point toward the importance of a proper tailoring of the ra-
diative interaction among SRRs and their coupling to free
space modes to enhance the overall Q factor. The subtle im-
pact of the SRR arrangement on the Q factor can potentially
be understood by considering the driving field of each SRR
in the lattice. On one hand, the SRR is driven by the external
illumination. On the other hand, it is driven by the scattered
field from neighboring SRRs. If the distance between neigh-
boring SRRs is too large, both fields tend to be out of phase,
causing a decrease of the driving force since they interfere
destructively. Changing the period changes the relative phase
between the external illumination and the scattered light
from other SRRs in the lattice leading to constructive or
destructive interference and so to a modified driving force.
The SRRs however should also not be placed too close since
it favors nonradiative losses by capacitive and inductive cou-
pling. Therefore, to obtain some final conclusions it is com-
pulsory to investigate whether increasing or decreasing the
number density of the SRR in the lattice has an effect on Q
factor of the fundamental resonance and to find an answer on
what could be an optimal period to obtain the highest Q
factor.

In this letter, we demonstrate that the inter-SRR distance
and its number density in a fixed area, so to say the period,
can control the Q factor and the strength of the inductive
capacitive �LC� resonance of SRRs. We observe a strong
suppression of radiative losses and thus a sharp enhancement
of the Q factor at a certain critical periodicity Pc that
matches the SRR resonance wavelength normalized with the
refractive index of the substrate. When the periodicity is fur-
ther reduced, a gradual decline in Q factor of the fundamen-
tal SRR resonance is observed. The minimal transmission in
resonance shows an exponential decay as a function of the
number density. Tailoring the periodicity of MMs will allow
the design of frequency selective surfaces with an adjustable
Q factor for various applications and for optimized MMs
across the entire electromagnetic spectrum. This finding willa�Electronic mail: ranjan@lanl.gov.
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eventually lead to the development of metamolecule density
and substrate refractive index tuned terahertz devices and
components.

In the experiments, we rely on a typical 8f confocal
photoconductive switch based terahertz time domain spec-
troscopy system consisting of a terahertz transmitter, beam
collecting and steering optics, and a terahertz receiver.25,26

All the SRR metal film pattern was fabricated using photo-
lithographic technique and then depositing 200 nm of
aluminum metal on a 640 �m thick n-type silicon substrate
��=11.68�. The geometrical dimensions of the SRR are
shown in Fig. 1�c�. Retaining the identical structure of the
SRR, nine sets of samples were prepared with periods of P
=200, 150, 100, 60, 50, 40, 35, 30, and 25 �m. Figures 1�a�
and 1�b� show the MM sample with P=200 and 25 �m,
respectively. The size of SRR was chosen such that its reso-
nance wavelength is �=200 �m for the silicon substrate.
For samples with different periods, the resonance wavelength
to lattice constant ratio � / P varies; ranging from a value of
� / P=1 for P=200 �m to � / P=8 for P=25 �m. Each MM
sample is excited by an incident terahertz beam 3.5 mm in
diameter at focus. Therefore, in the most diluted SRR sample
with P=200 �m, the number of SRRs being excited is
around 960 and in the sample with the highest density where
P=25�m, the number of SRRs being excited is 61500. For a
fixed area of terahertz beam excitation ���3.5 mm�2 /4�, the
density of SRRs is gradually increased from 960 to 61500 in
order to probe the inter-SRR coupling and its impact on the
overall resonant response of terahertz transmission. The MM
sample size was kept fixed at 10 mm�10 mm and the in-
cident terahertz field was polarized with the electric field
parallel to the SRR gap at normal incidence �see Fig. 1�b��.

Figure 1�d� shows the measured time-domain transmis-
sion terahertz pulses through the samples with periodicity,
P=100, 60, 40, and 25 �m as they were illuminated at nor-
mal incidence exciting the fundamental LC resonance. We
observe a significant reshaping of the terahertz pulse for dif-
ferent periodicities. A noteworthy observation is the high os-

cillation in the pulse for P=60 �m. The transmission spec-
tra in Fig. 2 are obtained by normalizing the measured
transmission to the reference transmission of a blank n-type
silicon wafer identical to the sample substrate for all the nine
sets of MM. The evolution of the LC resonance can be ob-
served at around 1.5 THz. The resonance was fairly weak for
the 200, 150, and 100 �m periodicities. A strong resonance
feature is observed for a MM period of 60 �m and then a
gradual broadening of the resonance is seen for lower peri-
odicities or higher packing densities. Simulations of the ex-
periment based on the Fourier modal method reproduce the
transmission measurement and are shown in Fig. 2. The
60 �m periodicity corresponds to a � / P ratio of 3.33 that is
close to the refractive index of the silicon substrate used in
the experiment. This period will turn out to be the critical
period. The measured transmission resonance minimum is
plotted in Fig. 3�a�. We observe that the transmission at the
resonance exponentially decreases with the increasing den-
sity of metamolecules. The periodicity corresponding to the
number of MM unit cells is plotted on the right hand y axis
of the same graph. Figure 3�b� indicates the strong depen-
dence of the Q factor on the chosen period. Although, espe-
cially for MMs with large periods, it is slightly difficult to
evaluate the Q factor very precisely, it can be seen that the Q
factor rises when the MM array reaches the optimum period
and then declines with a further decreasing period.

The narrowest resonance occurs for a critical period,
Pc=� /n=60 �m. There, the lowest diffraction grating order
in the substrate changes from being evanescent to being
propagative. Principally, similar effects are anticipated to oc-
cur by evoking higher diffraction orders as well, although the
dilution then needs to be increased and for practical reasons
such higher diffraction orders are marginally relevant. The
same holds for diffraction orders against the air cladding. In
order to verify if the critical periodicity indeed allows ob-
serving the sharpest LC resonances, we conducted further
simulations with different substrates while maintaining the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Microscopic image of the metamaterial array with �a�
lowest packing density, P=200 �m and �b� highest packing density, P
=25 �m, �c� unit cell with geometric dimensions, �d� measured transmitted
pulses through different periodicity metamaterial.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Measured and �b� simulated transmission spectra
of SRR arrays with varying periodicity.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Percentage transmission at resonance wavelength
for different number of unit cells in a fixed area of terahertz exciting beam,
�b� extracted Q factor from experimental data for metamaterial with varying
periodicity fabricated on silicon substrate with n�3.33.
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dimensions of the SRR identical. The Q factors extracted
from the simulated transmission spectra for substrates with
different indices are plotted in Fig. 4 depending on � / P�n. It
can be clearly seen that the highest Q factor is obtained
whenever this normalized parameter is close to unity. It
should be noted that with the change in the substrate index n,
the resonance wavelength of the MM strongly changes and
the absolute period at which the highest Q factors are ob-
served remains to be the same �Pc=60 �m�. Thus, we de-
fine a MM to be an optimally packed MM when its period-
icity is matched to the first order diffractive lattice mode at
Pc=� /n. The samples with higher periodicity than Pc or
with Pc�� /n can be termed as loosely packed MM and the
ones with lower periodicity than Pc or with Pc	� /n can be
defined as tightly packed MM.

The narrowing of the resonance in an optimally packed
MM can potentially be best understood by the suppression of
radiation damping due to the confinement or trapping of
electromagnetic fields in the MM array. This mechanism is
based on diffractive coupling during which the diffracted
fields are trapped in the MM lattice and each SRR radiatively
couples to the neighboring SRR.23,27 The lower Q factor for
larger periodicity is associated to an enhanced damping and
for smaller periodicity, it is mainly due the mismatch with
lattice mode during which the radiated fields of the coher-
ently coupled SRRs destructively interfere in the plane of the
MM leading to higher radiative losses and the increase of
nonradiative losses due to capacitive and inductive coupling.
The blueshifting of the resonance is potentially due to the
near field transverse magnetic dipole coupling between indi-
vidual SRRs. The broadening is caused by an increase in
radiative damping that effectively reduces the cross section
per SRR.

In summary, we have experimentally and numerically
demonstrated that the MM arrays have the best resonance
response for an optimum lattice periodicity that allows
strong radiative coupling among the SRRs mediated by the
lattice modes. This strongly depends on the resonance wave-
length of SRRs and the substrate refractive index. Loosely or
tightly packed MMs favor radiative damping, leading to
broadening of the fundamental LC resonance and thus a de-

cline in the Q factor. The dependence of the Q factor on the
distance between the SRRs provides a method for designing
subwavelength terahertz MM cavities with an adjustable Q
factor.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Simulated Q factor of identical SRRs with different
periodicities and different substrates indices.
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